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on ; all right f'd-like to, well,

first let's . clarify seine this

things for Jan . were going to be talking generally about
the field and certain kind of work in electronic media and
se- e~ h-and-a ging-ex~ the concepts and so forth .

ong our.

numterous difficulties with this is simply the lack of a
common language . -Coday is going to be more of an attempt to
be used t
ban be eal with these subjects
a
vocabulary
that
define
with a fair degree of specificity . and so I think you
vie Nome ouf witL

should, if theres a word that ywear that is undefined
*er
or unclear or not precise to you, you should certainly
stop us and say okay what does this mean?
.A

U%

J

and"we=ll try to come to a definition
Jon : So, I think our firstpuestion should be directed towards
defining first of all the relationship between the hardware
which is obviously very strong here,7.with the conceptual and
aesthetic p~ta~cfg r pik% l ~~ gag ththis seems to be to me a
a

series of concepts -or framework of concepts / which derive
because the hardware reveals something to us, it gives us
possibilities that we normally wouldn't haveewithout it .
It enables us to operate in an area that-we-b which we
the
woul ot need even have need to develop thought patterns
for, beeaLLse A'hi5 hardware ~o(ceS tks -b do if, i+ also ol ives us e5NleJiC I
c.o  tept-uai l VhIWsep)A<<al Vss1b;l ;iies mat sw wou_ldYA
6~ote
c~estTon .
Woody : -fh ere are two ways to deal with this .One is to link
it to thought processes or esthetic structure, the other
would

be simply to trace - not simpl~

but complicated way to trace the television system and
wwhich then,
then find within a system alot of relationshipsy would be

ed

secondary manifestation

as

at esthetic, you see I have my

own idea about how esthetic is established

in

lets say

video . I think it comes first of all through manifestation
of a systemf and then after a while you in fact redalide that
-I h~CctSk
has been pioneer thought process before like Magritte, Klee . . . ht'er@O1y of
Cones +-ua(t
solved
it11a cS'~
L'In this case it was totally tr"
f-thDUght-.
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Jon : Let's start with tv, since that's perhaps where it all
began . 'sxcept for work in electronic music 5omewO earlier - Ahat seebrs
second3vy heCe .
Wood*^ well I think what we sh ou 'start with is an oscillo1 rnecm(l

scope a cathode ray tube and display of time/energy event
d}splay on it . My contribution to that would be that it
Cn- faci non-esthetic constructed apparatus- it was a tool
t8,SEjgFv8r small and subperceptual events .
Jon ;

thin a certain framework, also, you need to be a linear

framork - a spacial framework for a nn spacial event . You
had to display spacially, which is to say in a writing mode, ah
.aii4 which has almost no relation to space .
W Ay.; Technologically, it provides a sweep, that }e-a means
the
t
4`it repeats usually, cyclically
horizontal posit!!Bn,~Aa
)o"! which is ar arblvanj }ime' . .
d
a
and re then repeats sweeps again in tima /MP
Hen the energy
event is-a constant time event

and the ey~ergy time event is

then translated into a certain verticality into x coordinate
Jon : into the amplitude
jNoody: I mean y coordinate . So in this case that mechanism,
5y0ern or
pre-television mechanismus utilizing such a instrument, But
what's interesting to meA~ t t~dt it was in a way noncultural

in a sense of culture as representation of

certain artistic structures or I don't know if you feel the
AR
1-same, I tend to separate things into euti and broad
cultural and technological . I don't have a synonym I don't
say culture is everything because I need to separate .
Jon : So what youtre suggesting is that the particular aspect
""
whit,4~ ~5
of the oscilloscope,4 its design, it& function derived from
. certain ncessities that had nothing to do with constructed
rather
ly
sociological or cultural mpdels, but-Aderived directed from
of the
a kind of interaction we need to measure and the need to_
perceive and also very directly from the particular framework
the particular phenomena that were under investigation .
Woody: Exactly
-on~ It's a tool that has' a w
J
cally,
Woo

Pre'no vsuppositiofij; ee~chnologi-

its

" Right,-yet I - would say since
be k,nd c~it tends to be-~ put into a symbolic

a visual manifestation

eve

3
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I mean it's usually treated 1-i-ke a symbol . Like a sine

WMA

a;jgs a language, a symbol which then can be used

for cross-cultural purposes
Jon: well, perhaps-that except khat what 2 ~; perhaps most
t
interesting about it isnt the symbolic aspect of it, but
what we have done is taken something which is understandable
in one construct and in a way pinned it down and slowed it
be
down so that it b comes completely within the scale of
human visualization and understanding . And it's an immensely
misleading tool for that reason .
Woody : Also, I'd say it's lent very much to behavioral
patterns of nature, or us also us, Like cyclicity - we
or sweep)
can say that certain description,vor repetition can be
taken as the basis of time compositional element . In
vJ
some lays also suggests that it is in fact, that it can
monitor certain behavio4rallp

patterns

Jon: Or that it reflects certain preconceptions we might
have .
Woody : That's right, about what composition it . But getting
closer to television, I guess it's importatnt to say that
electronic
pre-television existential ,4image
stressed that because
in fact it's coming back, In a kind of more contemporary
expression, let's say in bio-monitoring . When the image is
not for example.a frame but the image is the state of being
/
of an individual . or a scan like we know the satellite scan .
don't really represent image as Cultural construct as I 1aoul(' bierto call the frame- television frame
Jon : Wait a minute . There's a question here - which is that
the CRT has no frame . And this is in a way particularly

remark&jyS n1:j h ghSt c ~i~Db t tv, and that kind of CRT goes to
a huge amount of trouble to construct a frame . What you have
in the CRT is the representation of a linear event but yetwithout any kind of construction .

The only construction

exists by giving this event time - a time base, a decoading
value I
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which enables it to be displayed in the particular ways it that it
is displayed so that - eliminates all the aspects of the
arbitrariness - and this might be a word that we have to
define - the arbitrariness that we see in television,video
'ne repetitive scan
with a 525 ssa -,
, so there is no frame, there is no
cultural construct, there is only the time decoding device
you wish to place on it for whatever conveniences it might
be
Woody : It's a utility, let's face it, P it's an instrument,
its a utility, but it's highly programmable, that's what's
of cours
rate of the
interesting . You caogram
prn
thesweep
, you can program
the position by dialing the de
ction
, , . .
elec"nic
eSk4'ieHc Landihom eh +-kc cathode ray- 44,4,e
'e
rr, Xpd.
In a way it is a new generation of tools ~ ra her static tools
I g~~
of mechanics . And that brings usnto the proximity of a construct
of a frame .
Jon: Well, I think we should go into tv first, because
Woody: But I think tv is in faci;tWg aRecess&ty for tv is
I thi)6 ., of course, tv has been inspired by film, the
-emu.
existence of film, necessarily . And then I guess i-< must
bjrjA~jgtory about it but I guess there was a dilemma how to
in fact represent such a frame, a cinematic frame

in

the electronic design .
Jon: Except as I understand it the first television which
fact
used not a cathode ray tube but in
wires, connected
a
to a grid, to the face wfs also a mechanical scan incidentally
I believe it was a circular scan, I could be wrong about this
w&uCd
Woody There have been so many different kinds, but we"really
ave~ to go one. to the nitty gritty .'
dew :
'I think what we have to stress is that the television,
electronic image as-it-existed-til-sew up til now existed
as a sequential 4rystem . And that is very significa4 towards
the construction of the
Jan : Do you mean by sequential the imitation of successive
frames?
Woody : No, that's seeendary-already a second order already .
It's the first order, that means, every value - what I call a
value is

5
brightness component for wxample is a value . Every value of
that primary, first level has to, or appears inevitably sequential, that means so far I haven't seen successfully constructed any image displaying system,

of cour*e there have

been Images- matrices, very primitive matrices of light
emitting diodes which of course can do that .

And I of course

also believe that a future of image . . . at least high organizing
principles will
channel displays

Oeilvlfly

develop into parallel or multi-

Jon : May I just suggest that we deR4t use the word sequential,
though?
V

Because it indicates an on-off, which it's not .

Woody : No, sequential doesn't really suggest on-off .
Jon : Because on another level of looking at the same phenomenon
0-00
Ao~
you have continuity. Which is to sayvthere's only a change of
state, not change of states . Not different states .
Woody :

But how are we going to say that the structure of let's
41-

say television frame* or television image is eme a single train
,)o.k3%. ic on -1-he 4-ee.hnological tevet
going
of information, I mean it's one value at one time through a
single system gate
Jon : Let's say that it is one interaction for the length of
one televisions program from the time that Channel 2 goes on
in the morning

440

3 the time that it goes off at night is

it's a single beam .
four hours, or years .

It's one lousy point that's working"twenty
So that what you hde is a continuous

change of state but you do not have numerous states, you have
only a single state .

And I think that's very important .

Woody: What do you call a single state?
this
finally
J on: Well, wha4 we have is-a dot, when itVgets on a display
also when it starts on the viticon if it's a single viticon .
So you have the single dot which exists for the entire lengtho
of the day's broadcasting, let's say.
abstraction because that-det-e

It's an incredible

sts-eves-when-ib~a-turned-e ¬

even when it's turned off that dot exists as a reference pointd
among the matrix of the tube .

But it's not as in film where you

would have one frame which is there, then the next frame then the
WQ~G
next frame . If there was a way to broadcast a video frame by

6

lighting up a matrix of LED's let's say . 91 a 091111 time
.n a d~~'~erP"t p~tte~n c~r~d so
the shutoff and light up v that would be sequential . But this
b~is a continuous change i--m state

~(A

1'Jo

: . What you're saying is that you're separating, that you
flake~r-e--.taking a television frame as a construct which is kind of
§Wlfle in the sense of its display, relatively static from its

perception
Jon: the frameworR is stable
Woody: But then you would say that, we know of course it's a
dynamic system, it changes, but is sub~ercept~&P ways so it
has no relevancy to the perceptual one, in this case,But then You
-%e-v%

there would be a construct and a content . . or form, which is the
v,~hidh i5 d1t4L9gS OwfG,,
frame and then there is the content of that frame which comes
in varioWRINtionships .
Jon t WVk* is co(\fetid
could
ew-ean-I agree on one thing,and -rhat Is a frame is a mental

Co n:k~ kf,,

construct we have located

that by agreement that there is a

frame because we observe it as a frame . As I said it broadcasts
from morning to evening in relatively identical form . So it's
the form, or line-by-line construct which .then is a subject or is
a scenario or is a territory for the content . Content can by
explained by the value ei and position of the . . . or code and or
valueaRJ position .
Jon: sure, which refers to the amplitude of the position ,
n1 ea K 5
Wo odd: That's right . That'starbi~YR4h'Ne C SBASnt of that
static or relatively static frame& if it comes in what we
call synchronicity, if it's conceived in relative synchronicity .
and-a%! it's conceived through aii- organizing
principle like a
1',9k+camera which takes a laiige-space as an organizing model then
we achieve what we call television image .
Jon : So4 let's make some definitions now.
Jan : Relative synchronicity?
Jon : You were referring to the temporal encoding which exists
r-in the wave form, that iJ
s h ghjVdlJt%~ it to be

Wo_ odor : Let's start again, you see, when we accept that there's
a frame that exists in time and space continuously, we have to
understand that that frame is repeated sixty times a second .
That frame is conceived from timing elements, the frame has to
be initiated through^ time synchronizing pulses .
you

That means if

take this synchronizing structure of a frame and derive or if you
slave onto it, another system like a camera ; then the camera
delivers into this kind of construct ofg a frame I would say
relatively synchronous information . . . it could bg°wMlted i-It-46 .
minor elements but normally we could see what the camera sees .
If we would be dealing with a camera which would be seeing the
asame thing but would be synchronous to the frame, then of course
we would be seeing- information that would be redundent, it would
be absolutely undecodable to the-bpaln our vision, because the
time code

occurs
also appears
Jon : But it's important that this happens in other technological
media, like film the twenty-four frames per second is in fact
the time code for -t4w reconstruction of the event.You have this
also in audio where three and three-quarter$ inches per second,
it's a generalizable princi ple., fedlLy
Woody: I would say it's a referential, generally we call a
referential relationship between time and location or between
time and/position of the image which exists not only zip frames
per second in cinema, it's also gate locations .
Jon: I just think the synchronicity is the wrong term .

Because

it's not synchronous, it's only relatively . . . . I mean these are
mirror system-lma image systems .

All of them are .

Woody: Actually they are slave systems .
Jon : Well, they're slaved, but you have the, it's not as if
encoding of the instance
they're synchronous, you have the vi eo tape for example,
or you can store in memory conceivably . And then so.-it gets
reproduced

months later . So they're not synchronous

;Ralk~ ; ff*gea relative synchronicity .
Woody . It's an approximattgn towards a synchronous source .
Youlre right .

There's not absolute synchronicity in those

systems because in fact there is a master clock which conceives .
i t varies .

-{olerai,lc2But there is a gate, a gate th of eenes, through which a television image t

ai

be reproduced on a television screen even if'

it's devfREe4RTrom the , master clock .
Jon :

But each . . .

JAi6 O(afive 4Irnin jS ~~ -}o 6eJ
Woody
ody : But once you record it, like each system of reproduction
ekc} elt

_
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(like television) assumes a position of the master clock and
Sommeha 0 in fact reference itself internally to the-s
ue master
frequencytsa,

So it is continuous master-slave relationships

in which there always is the clock in one substance and that
is

.t~-cr-sat,.a.d throughout the system as the time reference .

Cinema is free-running, in a way, esHw except when it's sixty
cycle locked, some maybe projectors are sixty cycle or AC locked
and you're gonna say this movie and that movie was relatively
d .l.th:c.yq,
synchronou r. -rr the projecthn but that is of course . . .
I think -thig video it is more possible because there . Because
a lot of recorders are hooked up to the same line and derive
they usually derive sixty

their sixty cycle reference from the

60 AC
Jon : Well, you don't have the same situation as in film here
which is that there can be no storage here at the same time as
there's
/reproduction . You don't have this in film . Film is inherently a
storage medium

. In video you can point the camera attka object

and have it splayed withtki TRArceptible delay on a monitor
or many monitors in many different places, so here Synchronicity
might be valid Because in video it can be

synchronous .

But in film it's not and it's a a generalizable concept .
h~erarc~ a~
Woody: Then we can speak about
+hese time references or
time dependencies e4 in audio .

We usually don't consider that .Q

Because the deviate perception accommodation of these time elemen}S
is great . So we don4t even have - except some people who have
absolute pitch_,A 4c&gn'1ze the differenc3_ in

In film

since we have an instant reference to movement structures, in
live.realdpae scenes, again these terms are kind of arMcat3 , in film
we can have some reference .

In television we have to be much

closer to the master clock because the systems don't tolerate
NeAt

deviation so what we are talking about is time confinement .

Compared to audio and film, video is much more tim~ onfined .
Time defined, oh I don't know how to define it . Time
Jon: Time determined I think is much better . . .Why don't we
make some definitions, then . So we will have temporally
determined .

I'think we should have perhaps two sets of

categories here

9
So one will be the endoding, encoding/decoding, which is one
whole field that were talking about .

And so under encoding/

eroding we would have temporally determined , because what

~ac

we are talking about is the temporal determination e+f

that exists in the acts of endoding and decoding .

They must be identidal in video . Do you agree?
Woody
ody:: Let me see, I understand the encoding/decoding process is
of course very much . . . could you make the marks next to each
other . . .

1.

Jon : All right, so under this categoyy, which is one, we will
have . . .all right lets call temporal synchronicity, which,
this is a generalized term . ., referring to all technologically
based media, which is ambiguous in itself but it's . . . this
would include film, audio, video ., . ++eve 2re Sane quesh'cns abcut of-heir roles_
the encoding and decoding must exist within the same absolute
time which is to say that if you shoot at 24 frames per second
encocdi
you reproduce at 24 frames per second, otherwise the a^^^a ;4 of
w
reality is violated in some gay .
Woody: Aboolute time again, well, you see__.
Itts rather referential
I -chink
Jon : Well it is, but 1 we0e talking about reference to reality

ih

So then we have temporal determination, which refers to relative

dll -apse
me(l311isrrls.

time , not absoute time, and this is most strong in video .
And this means that the coordinates, that is to say the multiple
coordinates of decoding must exist in precisely the sane
relationships .

This is clear and agreeable to you?

Woody :
kJon : Relationships as the encoding process dictates .
This would mealhtje horizontal blanking and

WWRI a blync

have to be in precisely the same . . . temporal . . . . vertical sync
and veP4iea1-h1aak_ag horizontal sync have-4e-hw-}a-precisely
the-eame must be in a precise relationship and so forth . 'phi-s- WWC-k
E=xac-H
is
what were talking about . Unless you intend something
else for this but I'd like to keep this as schematic as possible .
Woody :

here is something that I'd like to point out .

all, this relationship between

First of
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the timing structure and the content is in fact, we can separate ;
Fac~u~ll y,
only philosophically ."They're conceived in the same time frame
or time location .

t

Jon: Let's hold off on that for a moment .
Woody: If you decide to separate them, this would actually, it
would rather-Let us say this is the coding process and this is
the decoding process .
Jon : Well, I don't really see it that way. No I think that- this
is the generalized principle that this is the case in
video .

In film you havR o relative timings except for that which

is on the film to that which has been reproduced . There isn't the
same system of coordinates .
Woody: I disagree, because you see, I found out a boundary like
the edges . . . horizontal and vertical . ., a vertical edge is a
carrier of a horizontal position . In fact in a wa strange way it
is a time locitiono coordinate . The same with horizontality .
=n-faet Those sprocket holes are

n fact carriers of a particular

code - it's a time code .
Jon : It's a spacial code
Woody: It's a spacial code, but space is then, since the image is
a dynamically . . . Photography h}9 something similar.
Let me just try to understand it in my terms .
nicity.

Temporal syncho-

Okay, what we would call that, decoding must exist

within the same absolute . ., okay so we say that there are in a
way,time referential systems and the time reference is usually
expressed throughfeiAggla£iming codes, time marks, which is
the sync . Okay, I can understand that and agree with that .
Temporal determination, most strong in video, multiple
coordinates - decoding exists must exist in precisely the same
relationship to the encoding process .

Okay, that's what you

call a mirror process .
^"

ecause

e

. What I tink may he most significant about the temporal determination here is that it relates very directly to the
cultural content .

Which is to say that we think in no sense of an oscilloscope
scan at

say 5 milliseconds as opposed to one microsecond

as being a the proper mode of decoding . There is no encoding
in an Oscilloscope .

All eaf the modes of scan oof the oscillo-

scope are equally valid .

They tell us perhaps different things

about the wave forms in question but in no waxy do we think of
"
ay beg r9
one as being correct or incorrect .- think of'one ~b faithful to
re&lity or unfaithful to reality S.- it's only when-we with the
introduction of these multiple coord;at ;RAetR$Eo4ln gave taken
a
tptr,o-view of reality and pulled it in and encoded it temporally
and we've done the encoding - that there is only one correct
encoding of that . Correct decoding of 4M it that is to say .
With an oscilloscope you doA't have this
Wo
2d,y ; I would make it a little more precise . It would say
cs6ltat-iob'1
in
there is one demand for oscilloscopev- which is if you want
to go sloser, if you want to observe smaller-and-smallershorter and shorter time periods, the4n fact you are defining
the boundary of a system that can reproduce such a timeglement .
so .

It is a problem of possibili?~4 tIPRo;$9ect that television

frame is located in a particular time , in a particular frame .
That's done .

But of course oscilloscope again is tool which is

totally developing in sense of access to time, smaller and smaller
time elements .

That limitation of it is inn fact, I mean the

challenge of the smallest time observation seems to be the demand.
Jon:
Although there are theoretical limits, which is another
am ..MW
question .
Woo d

Foresee somehow a cathode ray tube or televison wyw

- system which eventually trails behind as a cultural construct .
Will eventually be shifted higher, to the smaller time sequences
because that's where the band width or information structure 4Evn
will advance by,_,
Jon : for reasons of efficiency, . .
Woody: So that is, I would say a dependency but not a direct one .
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Jon : Let's define some more terms if this is suitable for you .
Let's define content .

In this case we could call it hardware

content or something like that, technological content .

And we

mean by this only to this framework that we're talking about it .
position specified for the
oeF on a raster or an oscilloscope,
now - the energy and"beam s~6
cathode ray tube . Do you agree?
so, yes . What I would say, I recognize two states of an
least .
imgg4 One is the signal coded . That means it is the time/
~vh ch exis±
energy codeNregardless of it's display, maybe it's transmAtted .

~Woo,_~d

at

All it contains is the timing structure, and the content of the
image - that means the time/energy code .

And then I recognize

the display of such a code .

Jon

You mean the translation from electrons to light?
same
Woody: I would say expression of the^code because it's the
same time code - it durates the same length, it displays the
signal itself,

kt nt o~
Jon: It's rejust that I see a^ dichotomy that exists between the
point when you have the seannigg electron beam scanning and the
point where it hits the phosphers and produces light .
Woody : That's only secondary . I'ip talking of the signal as
totally free agent that is unbound to matter so to speak .
Once it's received on the monitor, it's put through a process of
being displayed, physically, it's a materialization of theat
signal, which is fascinating to me . And what it does, in fact,
which is a
it is, it extracts from the signal -^a free agent - one component first which is the sync - by extraction, by slaving of
this particular command - this material arrangement becomes
bound . Begins to ewa obey or

execute a kind of

program which is the signal . What's interesting about it is
only that component is located in relative synchronicity .
Because sweeps are triggered from this particular element
and then exist in their own time and space, their duration
ending, 'It's an event which is triggered .
#Jon: Let's be very specific about that . So what you're saying
is that as the signal enters the monitor, there is a horizontal
and vertical
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4he SUYNC CA i~
oscillator that lock to the time encoding y - which then translates
this purely temporal information which is their relative times
of ee occurrance into the spacial display,
Wow Time mark,

Jon: Time mark is very good .

Which translates this time mark

into a spacial display, into a series of spacial coordinates,
w
J5
on
Woody: But that's aa.important
e autonomous Af the signal
it's preprogrammed, it has it's own program, that means it's only
triggered

it has to complete it's own dkstiny . Whatever that

is until the next time mark .
" the coordinates of its own program
W
Woody: ]luring that time it displays of course what we call &n image,
eg% Which is important because that length of that program, or

the distance through which that beam has to travel is then
vulnerable to an arrangement . You can change it through various
components like notes
all
Jon : Which are'to defnnm, not to obey . I think there's one other
thing to say about this . But I've completely forgotten so let's
go. on .
Woody: The moment through which this physicality is . in a way
slaved on the signal and performs a the display operation,
that particular moment the construct, or reconstruction of
the . frame becomes the physic&l reality again .

Like the concep-

tion was the . . . . these questions are very difficult to. . .
Jon: But I think it's also to mkke a distinction here between
the time mark, which is a very good expression and the content .
Time mark is in a sense the only objective aspect of the
'video screen - of the display, which is that the content
the energy levels at any given point are completely variable .
You have an encoding that it subjective in voltages and in
time
relative pesitieae to the time mark, but you can change it by turning up the contrast or down the contrast, color is
encoded only as a phase which can be anything of course
..
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d - the length of the display, cause we know that-

it's dot

. We-ean-stretch-it-te-50-megaeyelee-or- W

It's about 50 microseconds, but we can stretch it to a
mile or two feet high
Jon: If we had the goddamn screen to do it - exactly. And
beam
so the image"
f in video is just something that we can manipulite at our convenkince and there is no objectification
that image .@
Woody : That philosophically is linked to what used to be
called direct video synthesizer and indirect video synthesizer which goes to the -hardware concept . Off course it's
a term which was loosely coined by the West CoastA School,
Bank
especially by Steve Relek, who claimed first direct synthe-

77

sizer, it fact, 6iegel and he was kind of parallel, but
what it stresses is that the dipplay is untouchable, the display is done . It obeys in fact the given structure of the
television frame, but inner organization of the content,
would say,that means content in the sense of. . . Again, I don't
know if you agree on what I describe as a content because in
my sense and gout sense, I'm sure - content is not a story, it's
not a narrative s, in any way, as content is usually 6 referred to .
What I see as content . . .
Jon: Well, content is not a system of signification .
Woody: It is a referent.

It is what I would say time to position,

It's the value of the position . 4 That is to say a :t %%I value
has to appear in certain position towards the referent ee
that means horizontality and verticality .

level
Jon: So to define value - value refers to the energy relative
to the time mark .

1o,_o_dy;

In display?

Yea, in display, but it's also in the wave form, encoding

process .

And what is impprtant about it is to note that h*e

when the time mark changes of course the display will change,
that is the content in a way is dead bound to the time marl:,
at the same time if the content changes towards . . . I mean if
the energy content changes towards the mark, again the decoding
process

will be artibtary .

?7

Jon : Arbitrary but specified .
Woody: But maybe we should speak about what it means, because .
I don't know how to name what we are looking at . What the are
which
+(,e
is 4t cognitive unit . That means
looking at is
frame t
it's Yound to particular display .

But if yoh violate . . . if

you don't change so to speak the content, but if you violate
the positionil code, it won't be perceived any more as an
image .
Jon:
.
""'~ It will not be perceived as a coherence
-the
Woody: I don't know if it exists through'"photography, but it
be camas e
does v Photography has it's own location, coordinates of a
frame - and that is a kiRd carrier - those two edges, or those
four edges as are the confining of a particular time zone .
Jon :

-me-

Re T

terms .

Well let's talk about this in slightly different
. .+~,Q
Y

We've been talking about the wave form and display as

something which is referential do an encoding of reality .
We speak of reproducing a camera image forrectly by use of ille vaV iou5
time marks, as a way to for the display to understand the
relative values that the positions of the values .' But yet
when you speak of this you're not referring to the camera
encoding but you're referring to the wave form as the only
point of reference for all of this .
Woody : So then, let me ask you - What kind of terms do you use
i$-Ao
r48c981 c S!b 8ncoding
the lightq into energy components

M

like waveforms?
Jon : Well I'm not sure that's really the primary question .
Woody: I think it has some relevance to the what we call 44,e
reality or the representation of it .

But it should not be

relevant to this .
Jon : Well, I think it's relevant in a certain way .I thin
that the reason that cameras came along before direct synthesis came along v=-uY

e pressure to have another mode of

film that could be transmitted, and so it was convenient to
our society . . . it was natural to our society to create image
orthocon tubes with which to encode the reality .
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Woody: Okay so we can agree that pre-television that demand
wasn't there of course . There was no demand to put a cultural
light code
or real live v onto a television cathode ray tube . But the
period

of television brought this particular aspect to the

electronic image, but we know that again it's $

- brought

again, radio astronomy and others of course extend that greatly
again into a whole different field .
Jon: Let's put it a different way though* . We have in a studio
r
two different processes goingg on in the standard b4oadcast
television studio .

You have the house sync which is a series

of time references

essentially everything that goes on in

the studio, that is to be encoded by a camera .

Then of course

you have realm life which they're shooting, Danny Carson, or
going on
whatever . So that there are two different elementsvwhich are
brought together on the face of the orthocon tube or the iitipili c on?
con tube or the eathede-ray tube and it's only at that point
that they get meshed, that the two become bound together -become
artid

ev" ccCng avid

joined l only for the purpose of the final

decoding .

What it seems to me more relevant to ask about k6 is whether the
primary reference of these-of the temper of the values really
exist in what is before the camerg;v Re s.mage to e or whether
h
t1ey exist in vwave form, because we know that it-'s possible to
encode pure values and have them appear on a rafter coherently
and hs we had encoded them, and so in a way I tend to think that
the referentiality that occurs here is not one that is specifiX
cally the camera images, but rather first exists when those time
marks and the light values which appear on the face of the image
. tube mesh, become joined together .

So I think that everything

that happens prior to that is, in a sense, just a coincidence, ahd
not really critical, . ., in a sense arbitrary . I'm not really

7

sure that's the proper field

Wo_ odd : I would say that there is an interference pattern of
light of various densities which is tranlated into . . .

Jon : Why do you call it an interference pattern?
Woody: Because - unless it's decoded it's very ambiguous .

It

exists in space with no particular
J
. 2nL

But an interference pattern is a very specific term, so

it's not that .
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Woody : It's all the phasial relationships within this particular
point or a plane, which happened to be the surface of this
Of course if you put a lense there, you start organi-

viticon .
Jon :

All right, let's just call it pattern .

Interference pat-V

tern is much more specific
an ambiguous interference pattern . Yet of

Woody: For me it is

course it does contain all the codes, they're just not specifically
decoded for our cognitive process . But once you relate that
then of course
towards time malt
mazrksYwe arrive at -Sespecially if you use the lens
-

4KM

organize

aj-Abi w+

5,

rovide a , cultural construct which is the

frame
END OF TAPE ONE

SIDE ONE

Woody : I guess for this discussion, which we may findA a few
useful terms, I don't know how. . .

v

Jon : I think i*Ae- this is actually a very faluable discussion .
Woody : Let's try a little bit more, but the question is
are we going to deal with what the image is? Are we going to
y
state with the mechanisms so far? Because you brought a good
demand when you came . You had some idea about 1-4; the equipment,
y
but I didn't understand what you meant . What did you mean by
defining this as a technological - equipment terminology, what
did you mean by that?
Jon : I think it's been pretty clear in what we've been talking
s
about . We've been dealing with a number of concepts that have to
do with synchronicity, with determination, with encoding and so
and i ssue
forth . These are all questionshat
have come to our mind only
because of our involvement in video .

Had we been painting, for

instance, we would never have considered these . . . had we been
writing poetry, even had we been making movies we probably
wouldn't have .

Because the modes of operation in video, as
c eld ; n
arbitrary as they are, nonetheless lead us to ask V Uery basic
the
questions which are on their first level only aboutJequipment,
but in a-mere-general-level their second and other levels are
much more general and much more probing, actually .

1VC
( I skipped -Nze b nu,rnher It .

Ja0)
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this is
And thane why I think there's more to be done here, before we
go on to . . . I think that's a much more difficult discussion .
Wbedyt also like to discuss sequential and continuous .

I'd

That's

something we really havenft pinnW down .
Woody:

You said before that you don't recognize sequentiality as

a continuous process because it's sequence by sequence?

That's

what you mean? serial?
Jon : When I think of sequence I think of it as discreet units
one after the other, Remember when you cad your lecture at
Media Study and you were talking about the continuity of video?
And I said there's got to be`a grain to video because it derives
from phospher?

This might be where it becomes sequential, but

in that encoding, in that wave form you have an absolute continuity which is - that's the problem with sequence, it's in duration,,
but it's not sequential .
Woody:
as

I see, because I'm maybe always mislead by taking

aline,

as a unit .

realty

I haven't arrived to a point so to speak

that I could control . It's the first time I'm thinking about
-1hr~uy~
it me hardware instead of computer . But sequentiality for me
was totally usable in a sense of transmitting a line because
then of course we know we have to alter the beam path . . . we have
to go backwards from right to left again and write another line .
So the sequentiality of television scan, meaning line by line
is fairly useful idea . Also, what ItAuggested,"a television
frame is a construct from one end to the other - speaking from
Ic~}side to bottom right side eov ner , and that is in
upper
itself a time, or a subject of dAscription(D . You can describe
a Veatioyl X
narrative
event,
you
any
can actually describe a creatine-a line
by line which resolve then in television raster as you can say
about videotaping a half hour tideotape .
Jon : Sure .

Except that at no point does that construct of a frame

become stabilized . It's always possible to alter the content of
that frame while the frame is in process - that field, let"s be
were '
more specific . So that if I meve halfway down the seas field in

*h ~

the scan and I decide to change a value, there's no point of
determination of that until it's overD, until it's been decided .
It's a completely dynamj.c conceit .
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Because it never changes .

It never prevents you from altering it

This is an absolute dhttinction from film , of course .
partially
So that I think of it as a in continuityffor that reason
^ od~y : So what yould you prefer? Having it continuous? Call
Wo
frame as continuously formed image? field, or whatever? Or is
it sequentially formed# Image?
Jon : I would think of video as being continuous in virtually
every possible way .

The wave form that encodes that field is of

course continuous .

There's no question about this . Right down to

the frequency response of the various circuits, in the cameras and
processing equipment and so forth,

. I also thinks of it as

continuous - so , once it gets to the
of course
r continuous,-there's no question about that,

it '5

Woody: That's interesting because of course you are right in
the sense tha4 of system - in-ether-werde, that's how the
i+
systemg~oes it, 4he-system continuously performs . But I'm
thinking about control . And I can say that I
for example over the axis, you know like line scan .

control
Because in

fact, field is only perception, of course line is also a perceptual construct . It doesn't exist - travellmng kind of one point
has tQ
or kind of larger, because it has to decay andrignite a,_,
But that is important to know what we are looking for because I
accetted that frame as a cognitive unit, line is a workable kind
A
of distance,*9point in a way is still kind of arbitrary . You know
unless
I cannot organize the pointl6 towards the frame which is usually . . .
I cannot organize what's called content on the basis of point by
point control .
Jon: Because you haven't ge4 the mechanisms to give you that
Woody: That's right .
Jon : I mean ; you do have a keyer, which is a line switcher .
Woody: All right . So let's see what the keyer does . A keyer is
a wwlthq switcher, or works on the basis of that process of a
line .
Jon: It switches

at a .

~a~ter
v

frequency of than a line .
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Woody : It has significant . . We can treat it . . . A line is a
a unit that is the most efficiently affected . That means tor
we can plot jL set, a program which will then switch the state
usually from
of this line . You know, high to low, or gatq or other notes .
a tool
which '
Once you have the external program for it, it is the-gate, st
gives you access to line and . . .
Jon: Smaller

pclr~ic~1S

s of a line, yes .

Woody : Of course in some cases, if you program vertical bars
then a single line is enoughf to describe the

~,hale TAd

Process .

Okay, I can agree with that . It is a tool which does organize ike
image .

perhaps
Jon : So kou haven't i-n-meet-eases efficient, in most cases or for

most applications access to

a line, but you do .

You have access

to very very small time qugntitiesp, through the usa of a keyer
for iinstance .Weedy
I9oody : This is the line, we're talking about .

It's the
Yee-ean-ergam_~6se

vva4iafi'on

esthetics which you can organize through the u6e of switching on
the line .t

That means it's a tool which has control over the

line,

for
Jon : That's about it . Except with the computers .
,s
okay, because it g}ves-y&& theoretically enought

But that's
- because it

gives you control into the megacycles .
Woody : You get very much in a range of milliseconds .
into the range of milliseconds .

You get
between
That means a transition ; let's

say bright or dark, high or low state of energy is within a
millisecond range .

By the way color, the color phast is of

course very active .
Jon : So what are we talking about now?
'g~rere Italking,- about tools
Wo
,odU:v Maybe we should specify what tools are because I findd
this interesting because we are the least precise when we go into
. . . So what other tools do we have?
Jon: We have faders, which are very interesting devices, because
what faders allow you to do - well, maybe we should say something in background to this which is that there is at least
theoretically, an absolute equivalent between any camera image
and a pure wave formp
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in video, which is extremely important .
Wow: Say that agiin?

Jon: There's an absolute equivalence between an encoded camera
image and a synthesized wave form in video . Which is to say that
CIA
if I
a wave form
t is let's say, dark here and then lzghv
horizontally and then dark horizontally and then light horizontally and so forth and I'm focussing my camera on this image
I'm coming out with a gave form that is -Ie4ie say a forty-thousand
cycles perbecond which is a sine wave And what I'm doing is I'm
When
prodmcing with that camera that wave form .1 I put in a sine wave,
from
rrn
directly, 4hreugh an oscillator into some
of processing
equipment that will put sync ontD it, then what I am doing is
that I'm making with synthesizing the absolute equivalence of
inj~~i1
that wave form , that was my camera image , eri-g~~a~y.
So that
there is this equivalence between what's called the real events,
and electronic events .
Woody: Real, you're refIr&ng to light . . .
Jon :, To light . To l isht- e\rein,iS,
haVe

vc, F%

Woody: To light spatial, or light modulating or l ight organized?
Jon: I'm not sure what the difference between those three terms
are . Light spatial, light modulating and light organized .
All right, between a light event . An event that occurs outside
of the system . And so kou have that absolute equivalence . Amd S
given that if then if you have something as absolutely basic as
a fader, what you are doing is that you are taking two wave forms
and you are deforming them, to choose a word, modifying them .
Which gives you the resultant of a single wave form . You can likewise do that with two cameras . In which case when you fade them
you are again deforming or modifying two wave forms ask4 so aria
there is'this absolute equivalence that occurs . And I think that
through
is actually a very elegMrifa6";Rt video you have with this
equivalence a kind of controlvwhich is absolutely real, absolutely
en
ing
relevant to the lighti-ag-codi . And can be in fact duplicated or
resembles any kind of synthesized information . That's all that
a mixer is, a . fader is .
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c~Uahti i,'e5 .

You can modify these wave forms absolutely real eser-quaat}ties .
Is this in any way clear?

_Lody : What's interesting about it is that - you brought this
notion of a wave form into it~which the wave form is the particular expression of the . . . I would call a wave form is a
program,
Jon : All right, let's call it an oscillation, by the way .

I

think wave form is not as good .
Woody: Oscillation instead, huh .

This is interesting, if you

have a static set of bars which are painted, and if you point a
camera of course the oscillation will happen because you will
scan that and it's
process .

translated into a whole dynamic

Yet in a sense of a camera wave form,

I would always

dent- apply a term progra~" .
Jon : Why?
Woody : Because tven if it's a light pattern or interference
we Owl it
pattern or whatever, it brings with itself a particular program .

It brings in fact the model for the display , for the

system to perform .

It brings a totally supreme principle .

The

system cannot disobey. Because it's all slaved to the primary
event which is that surface .
Jon: Youire now referring to the image portion of the video  ,
Yloody : Even energy portion is performed within a system
Jon : But you're refferring to the part that's plus, not the
part that's minus.
Woody: Again, it's an interesting problem in which video . . .
quantities)
Jon:But we've already spo4ken of these qualities as being
arbitrary .

Woody: Then we will have to talk about what it means,

~-a

zero reference and all those things,,,, which is a whole
different th bag .

But anyway, since you brought this idea
mo re
about a wave form . I have one remark about the wave form and
since
the program . As I sin see it, alb the wave forms, is it somehow related to the fader idea?

-

Jon : I tend to think of it nA as a program, because a program
-'
-ihat I is
u
indicatesva formal position, in that you act
~~ RUCL something
that is in some sense ash .

:5LtWav%4-ial,
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Wood : It's induced, or it's composed, you say .
Jon : No, I mean to say that a program is a set of operationsp
it is not the substance of those operations itself.
i_ .takes a program. - it's xo~rammed
Wood y: A camera looks outo awindow
because the image it-,
self becomes a program for the system to perform inevitably .
Jon : This is perhaps the most revealing thing we've said all
day, the reason being that we have so devalued cultural
content,

and computeers and programs are a formal set of

operations to be acted upon with some substantial values, so as
tc; give you some substantial information after they've been
acted upon . In videovyl ou devalue erhaps the aeteal cultural
the
_
t
content, what the image is , that you speak of that image ~4ras6eing
in

fact

a program .

That you've so devalued what the image

is so much that what the image is becomes only a set of instructions which have no inherent meaning .
paradczdm~et
. I recognize this light/space
Woody :But it has a
organized image as so vastly compUeate-ex that it overshadows
any induced content, any formalization .

If you deal with a

light code on such a small scale as it'stown wave or whatever,
the smallest modulatnng element, you find what's called band
width ao staggering, so superior that that's 4reuble for me .
I cannot step into that particular domann of imgge .

There is

no way that could be performed thDuugh any system I have .

I

allocated that as inaccessible for me, out of reach .
Jon: Except thatjyou can see these things through video .
Woody : No, not really.
Jon : You can see megahurz in videoWeedy
-'
length
Woody: You see wave Perm, or the modulating ability of light
t,

itself
Jon : Oh, youvre referring to the light modulation

t

!oody:The primary speak source of command for the system .
s eak
It's so important to understand . Especially if you thlk about
sphere, I guess .

The containment of that light code

the

density of a light code is being . .,
t

_

carry i ny
Woody : Just-that the power of ti:1m9 . . .some alteration that
means some change of code .

It's unbelievable .

2.5

Whol would have believed that you could see megahurtz thirty
years ago? But now we work with megahurz all the time .
Woody : It can be evident that light is a crude medium when you
speak about like electron microscopy - it's nbt enough because
the shadow of the negative wave
Jon : The wave length is to large that it doesn't allow tou to
see what you want to see .
Woody that is important when you talk about . . . . . . . . . Let's not
talk about
But also the new recording medium like the disc
bank light resolution which would seem to be the highestm S an
so to speak . . .it carries an unbelievable band light .
So that's what I would say I would et!ek-4e still put some
significance A the complexity of the image, because that is
the frontMr through which the systems have to bypass - that
is the gate - the light modulating abilities is in fact the
challenge of any optical electronic system or imagnng system .
Once this gate is bypassed,. then there is a whole different
dimension to image which is, .,
Jon: Which is through the endoding mechanisms of video . I'm dl so
curious because we've been talking so much about light but in
fact there is a continuity one is able to see in video, frequencies
Sub- t i k i
5
ca that are substantially
One can see 30 hurtz in
as wo (.
video Via. One has never been able to see 30 Durtz before . (?rep
de of visualization to
It gives a motivat}en-to frequencies that are very large, although
sub-1i kt
bs, and frequencies that are very slow .
I; go
Woody : Like a whole field exchange?
Jon: Like a whole field exchange . This whole range of electromagnetic frequencies becomes if not concrete, then certainly workable .
Woody: This kind of accessibility to image as a dynamic process,
licit,
I mean through video i striking kind of . That's why were discussing it in a way . because I also ask many questions . 1
' Wtn y ?
should we
w
j1Jhy-are-we paAng se-maeh attention to video, or - h
w e put
c- s a
prime medium to film? or photography or painting? In fact that's
difficult .
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Painting is a highly intellectuvl process .

You are really

dealing with a system , so I wouldn't mix
I wouldn't
elder
associate that with'art processes immediately I would rather
-them
a separate 76ne . So we went through the mixer, we touched the
keyer slightly, now the colorizer .

Do we have any opinion

about colorizer?
Jon : It's such an indirect way to see frequencies that are so
fast it seems to be the most arbitrary encoding that exists in
video at least in this system, in the American system that I
have very few opinions about colorizerw, actually . Mlaybe we
hour a Coltri7.ei' Wevks .
should explain for the people out there : Do you want to explain?
Woody : So we would have to go to the basic principle of color
encoding or decoding, maybe first .
in television sets .

There are three sources

Three separate sources of light which are

filtered so to f speak through three separate color filters ., .,
Jon : color phosphers  .
Woody : Phosphers

It's actually

From these primary colors

red green and blue then dry proper combination achieved through
process of encoding and then decoding a full color image .

Now

what we should say is that it happens at a modulating frequency
of 3 .5 megahurz, that means every pomponant of the screen has to
be active at that frequency of course and that particular frequency is then referenced to the beginning of a line which has
to burst which stablizes the internal feference and then decodes
or

the position," phase shift of that par}-icuIzw. .
Jon : Why don't we put it slightly backwards, then.,which is that
at then beginning of the line there occurs an event which-is- of
three eight to eleven cycles-ft*- of a sine wave at a frequency
of 3 .58 megahurtz which is the reference point for a set of
Chrom ing

paetr&m information whi-eh-is that exists throughout the picture
portion which also occurs at a sine wave of 3 .58 megahurtz .

And it is the phase reference between the burst which is the
reference to the chroma which is the active part whah tells
which of the three guns, the red green and blue to send out how
strong a beam of electrons the the various color phosphers .
Woody : It's also important to note that it's also an independent process once the line begins it's an in6vitable event .
Jon:

That's right, there's no way to stop it . . . Unless you

had something that would operate suffAntly rapidly to do it .

z?
Jon:You could actively change the chroma .
Woody : Yea, but then you would have to program that towards %e heg4nni ngJon : It's inaccessible right now .
Jan : What's a chroma?
Jon: That's a good question .
Woody: We will have to go into a whole terminology .

The

chroma is in fact an encoding of the subcarrier which is 3 .5
Subca : rielf,
megahurtz"and it is . . . that code, each color, each point which
has contains this phasb shift,
;
contains particular color .
Jon : Phase reference . ..
Woody : Phase reference .

That means that this particular color

code is usually referred to as chroma, and it has three compoit has the
nents - shift which is the color hue ; amplitute which is
usually called saturation and what else does it have? Hue and
saturation ., .
a
Jon : It has luminance

value

Woody: Luminance, right . That's kind of a layer

mix of y signal, . .

I don't think we should go into specifics .
Jon : So what happens is that it operates at frequencies that are
inherently subdivided from 3 .58 megahurtz because it's a phase
reference and it's only a very small portion of that frequency .
So it gives you in a sense access to very very small time quantities .

-1h atWoody : Along the same line I would say4 to be conscious of time .
I mean the strongest point in working with video was for me the
wcY ~a
n otion that time is a certain physicality There's a control
mode to time .

So far,in $our households the-clock was the most

sophisticated time instrument . Now it is the television set .
Even if people doon't realise it, it's there in every home r It's
i ls
tn .
ticking, high frequencies and a great precision . That is
almost symbolic meaning to the system that delivers the image is
in fact time based . So that means the precision for the perception
of time systems - like seconds used to be sacred, even in the lasf
century a second meant a lot of precision .
extremely crude event .

Then length of °

Today a second is an
screen
i s about

50 microseconds . So that's how we have to view the television
system being in our homes .
Jon:

2$
Even morg than that,
Jon : the electronic digital watches that people wear have a
clock that's what, 30 megahurtz or something? People are
wearing around these clocks with hugh resolution, but then
of course don't realize it because the frequency is manifested
only
./in seconds or tenths of seconds .
Woody : That's a good notion .

That may be the highest . . .

Jon : No.,this is much higher . . .chroma . No, perhaps not . So
that is higher . It doesn't tell you very much, but it's
there ( the watch) .
Woody: So I would retract that whole statement .
that .

It used to be

The notinn of time as.being workable, controllable -

I guess that whole aspect of control, I put eRt shrema as
ste
eticor
primary instead of the resolving sae or cognitive one is
sof me.
usually the secondary cue . I don't know, it depends now because
you have
we've been concentrating on, I would say content see . You werk
really work with the content . I was more interested in the construct,
JoN : All right, hold it .

Because as I understand it your content

was what I would understands you as meaningyconstruct . So ferns+-nber
had
we can de fineA c ontent as the energy and position of the
beam .
Woody :

So what is construct?
The construct . . . First of all, what

I call a . . . a time density .

is

cont~en~ Content

The value of energy component

within the time reference of a field .

I recognize something

as antianpl}tude--9- empty frame
Jon: Aha, I thought it was to be 0~ a 1 ~ne
Let's go back, because that's a fundamental misunderstanding here .

Wo
=ody_: It makes not much difference ., except to the cognition .
fo
But"the principle tt makes no difference . Let me repeat that .
I recognize two compgftelts .which

I separate philosophically

but I didn't re think as an event - which is the empty frame
which I call construct, and frame which carries content which
is called an image so to speak . But a construct can eyist
because i+ is
without a content,Y like a blank film which is a base going
through the projector .

The base is there, the time location

or position location is there .

Of course it's devoid of the

content . . . It's not true because there's always some dirt . . .
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Jon: So to clarify the construct is in a sense the formal
determination .
`g_2ody : That's right .

It's actually identification of each

s time coordinates . That means i .M'
the
content
only
withouV'energy
you speak about time coordinates
position within a screen

of those, then we arrive at a construct of time .

It's timeO

construct of a light . of a television frame .
that
is
if there's no signal
Jon: The only possible confusion here
going into your tv set, you're still scanr4_ng . It's an organized
scan .
Vjoody : It is an organized scan .

relative
anyAtime
of any incoming signal .
to
Jon: But it has no relevance
Woody : But then tire are talking about a hierarchy of time
relationships . Which in television is the h%)rarchy of master
clock divided into chain slaved, usually, maybe many many, tike
before-it-reaches
12, 15 whie>?4s in fact your television set . Actually there is
a phase shift relationship between the master clock

and your

received signal, but since it's independently corrected, you
cognitive
sameVinformation
except in absolute
receive
the
eventually
time relationship it is phase shifted .

This chain of time

dependencies I still call a construct . .It's the very essence,
it's the support structure for whatever thr:, content can be .
Jon : All right, but the construct doesn't have to be realizedo
to be a construct .

~ ome
Woody_ : But the construct can be a content . You can take a frame
which I would say is an empty frame . . .
Jon : Well, the content exists within the construct .
Woody: Let0me put it this way.

If you display only a construct,

which is line-by-line frame, field, you can recognize . . . you

r
man make it transparent to your system by arbitrating the energy
o yu .
energy level throughout the
level to zero . You can set up
system on zero .
transparent .

It won't manifest because it will become

The system won't display it ., because there won't

be any energy to display. You can also violate that zdro state
arbitrary or
of energy
and bring somerhigher-aaeunt or larger amountrinto the same state
which is no a ctual content of image, and suddenly the empty
frame will manifest as image, will provide a surface, will be
a construct for` a frame.
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And once we put it on scan processor, that frame, that construct
which it was until now a tranpparent utility, becomes in fact a
content ready to be esthetically for example formulated .

To be

a subject of manipulation or contro76And then in that dimension,
which is only adding, not changing the content, but adding a
control the content is created .
s+ddealy

That's waq what was astonishing

to me that I could take the empty or no-content and treat it as
a content .
Jon : I think that you're taking what your content is and you're . .
It's funny .

When you put it on a scan processor you're taking

your content and you're turning it into not only the hardware
content but some kind Of cultural content .

Because it becomes

a cultural content for the hardware content Of the scan processor .
Woody : That's an interesting point . Becuase yourocan it and 4hea
you add in fact anotheer frame on it . Which becomes the empty
frame again, But of course since the camera takes this previously
empty frame as the content of that frame it's a
relationship .

figure/ground

Or it's a hierarchy . So in that case just trans-

posing a construct it could commute between content and construct
Jon :In a sense, a scan processor, because it has no absolute
parameters unlike a standard monitor or tv set, has nothing
which ca

clearly(

called content .

Whatever you put on the

scan processor becomes by the nature of the variety of maniwhe(eas
pulations, something which becomes cultural ." You don't have
this in a standard monitor .

The fact of the control, which is

a very interesting kind of dynamics- that fact of the variety of
control you have on it s the fact of nothing at all being decided
for you on the scan processor - turns the smallest bit of
luminence into a mdjor cultural . . . . . . .
Woqff : That's exactly interesting .

So you would then agree that

the control is the content?
Jon: Well, that is not exactly what I said .

I would say that

the realization of control becomes the content .
with
Woody : I have great difficulties la deciding in which way the
control . . .
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The control is the most significant element of the work that I'm .
env~~
trying to do . Yet of course I
C' lot of controT content

a

which reminds me always some kind of traditional element which
is in a way

.

That's in whera the whole idea of inves-

tigation fails .
Jon : That's a question of purity more than anything .
Woody: Not purity.

It is to decide what is a relevant Product

Itls bind of a justification of your attitudes towards ye"r
working with the medium, assuming

some professional image

making and of course you assume that some or all are producing

it

f5d .

So we touched somehow the scan processor,
Jon : But you haventt really specified what you were going to say
about construct there .
Woody The Bonstruct .

I have a very mechanistic idea about it .

It is as basic as building an object or a house .

If you want to

represent a frame of informtion or a frame of a warkable sura+ one
face, and if you have one point of energy-&h time, then you come
to the particular work e,dilemma, of constructing somehow the
frame .

You actively position this energy, and since you have on

hand either electromagnetic environment or electro-static environment you provide the kinetic forces through those electromagnetic
or electrostatic forces . The signal itself is only a wirier
organization of particular elementf, of time marks,
Jon : Say that againo
:
Woody

in cdiVeret,* words,

Of course nothing is primary, nothing is secondary .

It is a system so it has to be understood as unity, but once
we have constructed time marks, I mean a signal which is containing every element of a frame, then we have on bur hand a
display w with electromagnetic or electrostatic conditions,,
which we employ - a secondary system .

Vie have a primary- d Signalsystem which organises the image or whatever 0 and then we have
a secondary one which is the externalp
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which means the electromagnetic or electrostatic forces which then
-9. suspend or guide or construct physically manifest this internally organized signal/ And that is important because there is
a labor involved, a certain way in which this metaphysical
property called the signal is displayed, put together, actually
constructed .

The construct is not only a reconstruction of
recorded
what was originally eneeeeA, but if you wit down with an empty
table and youtre supposed to think how to conceive such
frame(.

a

, you in fact are involved in the active construct of

an image which applies today since it's done, it applies to
tyfe
a different kind of image . If you say how do you put a threedimensional image into *a space, you have to sit down add construct such an image .

And so thatts my term to a construct

which I apply to the actual meaning or the actual existence of
such a frame, such an image, regardless of itms content .
Jon: It's cultural content .
1122dy : Even informational content,

I still recognize television

frame as a construct which has no , can exist with no content
whatsoever .

lt-can-eHiet It does not even have to be displayed

in order to exist .
Jon : 17hat does it indicate to us?
Woody: It indicates that there is a relationship between a code,
and its physical manifestation in space . It's a system which
provides us with actual interface .
Jon: It also gives us a kind of stability within a range of
possibilities that are immensely broad . Itts a construct for
gnitions,
our perceptions, It's a construct for our cospesitiens

. Woody :

The question, is, it has been modelled to these needs
w
-j'" as
from a more pure state which ale cathode ray tube events

pre-television .

That was kind of more free state, now we- have

confined it by building a television frame semetreet as a
cultural construct .

cal lea

We have constructed the cognitivecultural

unit or a frame which we then utilize for traditional frame
communication .
Jon:
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"Jon : But it also gives us a construct known as scanning .
''That is I think pretty critical, because we now know that we
scan with our eyes all the time, ThAt we scan in a way that
of course absolutely
is seispletely disorganized , a way that only the immensely
complex saga
o encoding mechanisms of our minds can
recoherence
possibly construct into an appearanee of reality . We know
that it's only through cobrellation with things like touch
(and hearing, otherwise we'd have no foundation from which to
have faith inn our eyes .- I can see and touch at the same time .
~I can see and hear, I can construct space with my ears as will
as with my eyes .

We have this model of a scan in this, whic4s

lin a sense arbitrary because there is first of all no reason
w4y you leave to scan jP a straight line, there is certainly
Imo reason that I have to scan from left to right, there is no
'304
reason why the scan has to be organized,"it will not be,
conceivably when completely digital technology comes in .
for
But we have the model of-Cie reconstruction of the scene of
of the titrave form of an encoding .

We have a visualization

and this gives us perhaps a h4ge Dumber of possibilities for
. . .forget it, this is too off the wall .

It's completely off

the wall .
Woody:

What's important is that a television is forced to

c ontinu

display all it's territory . It's continuously
I mean a
forming a spac~
e frameb Regardless,
necessary.

As you said,` you have a choice with your mind to scan at your
will, if you like certain information about the space in which
you live

provided by what you may call meaningless scan,

or arbitrary or accidental .

It probably has some significance .

There is ppebably some inner reasoning giaybe .
Jon :Let's also say something else .
on,zeed- is a feedback loop.

The scan of our eyes is based

I mean, I see something and I

scan it, point of interest, my scan in my eyes is controlled
in various ways ; one through what I see, what catches my vision,
what moves
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then of course in at least one model of cognition, it desired
perceived
-1o 5aft
to complete the information that I had Been in the scenea
framework that I have a priori to the actual scene . But
A)SC lu.tcly

the televis -_on scan is one that continues regardless of what's .
in front of it . It's a constructed visualization of reality
which hjs in a sense absolutely nothing to do with the reality
it's perceiving .
Woody : Thins interesting, buw because you see that's very wasteful, you see if you study systems and you find that there's
system
this thyng thht continuously creates this structure regardless
of it's content so to speak .
END OF TAPE ONE SIDE T`NO
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Woody: I guesVa1hat's interesting about this economy, of the
lot- 0~

band width, of the creating of a lire-1 of information by
most economic means, in fact the satellite scan is done sometimes the word significance of the subjects .
Jon : You mean surveillance operations?
Woody : I'm talking about systems that don " t evaluate frame
insistiavltt
structures . Man of course insists tA-a 4gets caught into
reading frame .

Of course there are also other ways of reading

information which is numerical .
Jon: Then you are talking about satellites, i mean, orbiting
satellites . 
Woody : A lot of work, like in metallurgy and others is done by
scan . An active scan, which is a beam of usually light that
scan through a particular area, then once the significance is
established it rescans only that particular area and not in a
particular framer way . It could be done in an arbitrary or
relevant way towards the goal . ,And that's where it becomes
extremely important that the reasoning - this command of a©
structure for the reason is done then regardless . of the cognitive process of man .
Jon: But its a )Find of reasoning in the same way,
Woody : Yet, But . Lately I've been thinking about how to construct
automated production facility .

Because I found out thit to

produce ourselves visually is almost impossible . Let's say for
me in this stage when I'm involved in something I have no capacity, no urge to$ be able to monitor in fact, what's hpppening .
And I Also found out that not many people can in fact operate
like a camera subcessfully .
operate ?-Re cameras .

There are some people that can A-G never

Then I've been thin--k=ing about what it

is to construct a system in which you walk in and you're propost-produced,
ducedvor done, switched . I found out there are many ways of
tracing huran bodies, through heat, for example, through sound
emitting, to set up whole syntactic possibilities of switching
zooming, focussing, In a way, producing .

Jon:

Based upon independent variables .

:
Woody

How much of a basic intelligence would it take to imprint

or initiate some dramatic, cognitive/dramatic struct/re on it
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in time .

I found out that all the components that there are

many more cor'Donents that

;ay man can operate cameras with .

Because man has a44iaaiy few actual factual clues because there's
a lot of Dther intuitive, intelligent .
rocord

But to be able to just

a scene and create relevant content from components which

are proora=ed must be

new

a Yrhole 4revelati on, must be

a whole xie

d~

ray of looking at reality._

i7

Jon : I-lore to the point is to record a scene based en upon
information that to our basic mechanisms is invisible .
Woody:

Or be observed in a system which is not deadlocked

culturally into habits or preferences or eemne~eati--ene
beautifications which really has a very shrewd exact and elaborate
approach .

It think that is very important to have such an

entity existing - probably eventually can change our way of
producing . In that particular moment I found that the possibility
of dealing with intelligent systems as a way of looking at events
is interesting .
THE END

Well, that to,Qk us further from this X11 .

ev'eln.t"

